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This content is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion as neither can be given without reference to specific events and situations

Key considerations related to in camera meetings of
council
Authority: Legislation provides council with the authority—under strict and limited conditions—to close
proceedings to the general public through what is known as an in camera meeting (Latin for “in chambers”).

In camera meetings serve a legitimate purpose and are an important aspect of parliamentary procedure that
protects the municipality, its economic interests, operations and the personal privacy of individuals by
ensuring sensitive discussions are kept confidential.
An in camera meeting is really about understanding sensitive situations. Under the Municipal

Government Act, council is allowed to meet in camera to discuss issues such as:
•

personnel matters;

•

labour relations and contract negotiations;

•

plans to buy, sell or lease property;

•

legal advice; and

•

security issues.

Decisions: The Municipal Government Act limits council's ability to make decisions in camera. Council may
only make decisions in camera if the decision concerns procedural matters (i.e. motion to adjourn) or
provides direction to municipal staff or solicitors. Key decisions must be made in open session.
Meeting Minutes: Minutes must be kept of all council meetings, including meetings held in camera. There
are no generally adopted procedures for recording in-camera minutes. Experts on parliamentary procedure,
such as Eli Mina, recommend that in camera minutes follow the same standards as minutes of regular
meetings of council. It is important to note that minutes of in camera meetings have evidentiary value and
should never be destroyed.
Public Disclosure: The municipality is also required to produce a public record which states: council met in

camera, the reason for the meeting, the date the meeting was held and no other information. The creation of
the public record does not excuse the municipality from producing minutes of in camera meetings.
Minutes from in camera meeting are protected from disclosure for ten years at which point the
minutes become public. Background information, such as staff reports, become public once a decision
has been implemented or if five years have passed since the decision was made or considered.
Disclosure Exemptions: Part XX: Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy of the Municipal

Government Act enables certain information to be withheld indefinitely. This includes: information related
to law enforcement, legal advice and personal information which would violate the privacy of a third party if
disclosed.
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Appendix A: Summary of legislative requirements related to
in camera meetings of council
This document is intended to provide the reader with clarification regarding specific legislative requirements
related to in camera meetings, minutes and the disclosure of information. These provisions are spread
throughout the Municipal Government Act and have been assembled in this document for ease of reference.
This document also offers practical suggestions concerning processes not prescribed in legislation.
The reader is cautioned that the interpretation contained within this document is not a legal opinion and
pertains only to general situations. Situations of a specific nature may require legal analysis. It is advised that the
reader make reference to the Municipal Government Act, other relevant legislation and seek the counsel of a
legal advisor in such instances.
Legislation:

Municipal Government Act
Section 2(a)(b)(c)(i)
Section 22 Section
23(1)(b) Section
33(2)(a)(b) Section
34(2)
Section 473
Section 474
Section 475
Section 476
Section 477
Section 478
Section 479
Section 479A
Section 480
Section 481(1)
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Discussion:

As a responsible order of government accountable to the people, municipalities are
required to act in good faith, and in accordance with standards of fairness and care.
Adherence to these principles is a requirement of the Municipal Government Act.
Section 2 states that the purpose of the Act is to “(a) give broad authority to councils… (b)
enhance the ability of councils to respond to present and future issues in their
municipalities; and (c) recognize that the functions of the municipality are to (i) provide
good government”.
These principles also provide context and inform the provisions regarding in camera
meetings found throughout the Municipal Government Act. These provisions outline:
a) The ability of council to meet in camera;
b) The ability of council to make decisions during in camera meetings;
c) The party responsible for producing meeting minutes and attendance;
d) The power to make policies regulating the proceedings of council meetings;
e) How long minutes of in camera meetings should be stored;
f) The production of a public record;
g) The authority to withhold information and limits on this authority; and
h) Liability for damages that result from the disclosure of reports submitted in
camera or the details of discussions held in camera.
Relevant Legislation:
Purpose of Act
2

The purpose of this Act is to
(a) give broad authority to councils, including broad authority to pass bylaws, and to respect their right to govern municipalities in whatever ways
the councils consider appropriate within the jurisdiction given to them;
(b)
enhance the ability of councils to respond to present and
future issues in their municipalities; and
(c)

recognize that the functions of the municipality are to
(i)

provide good government,

(ii)
provide services, facilities and other things that, in
the opinion of the council, are necessary or desirable for all or
part of the municipality, and
(iii)

develop and maintain safe and viable communities.
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a) The ability of council to meet in camera
The Municipal Government Act requires that meetings of council be open to the public.
However, subsection 22(2) of the Municipal Government Act provides council with the
authority to meet in camera to discuss a limited number of matters. These matters are
specified by subsection 22(2) clauses (a) through (h) and are as follows:
•

acquisition, sale, lease and security of municipal property;

•

setting a minimum price to be accepted by the municipality at a tax sale;

•

personnel matters;

•

labour relations;

•

contract negotiations;

•

litigation or potential litigation;

•

legal advice eligible for solicitor-client privilege; and

•

public security.

Relevant Legislation:
Council may make policies
22

(1) Except as otherwise provided in this Section, council meetings and
meetings of committees appointed by council are open to the public.
(2)
The council or any committee appointed by the council may
meet in closed session to discuss matters relating to
(a)
property;

acquisition, sale, lease and security of municipal

(b)
setting a minimum price to be accepted by the
municipality at a tax sale;
(c)

personnel matters;

(d)

labour relations;

(e)

contract negotiations;

(f)

litigation or potential litigation;

(g)

legal advice eligible for solicitor-client privilege;

(h)

public security.

b) The ability of council to make decisions during in camera meetings
Subsection 22(3) of the Municipal Government Act restricts the ability of council to
make binding decisions in camera. Decisions which would bind council must be
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made in an open session. This restriction does not apply to decisions of council that
concern procedural matters or decisions that provide direction to municipal staff or
solicitors.
Relevant Legislation:
Council may make policies
22

(3) No decision shall be made at a private council meeting except a
decision concerning procedural matters or to give direction to staff of, or
solicitors for, the municipality.

c) The party responsible for recording meeting minutes and attendance
The party responsible for recording meeting minutes and attendance is defined in
subsection 33(2) clauses (a) and (b) of the Municipal Government Act. Subsection 33(2)
applies to all meetings of council; this includes meetings held in camera.
Clause (a) of subsection 33(2) requires the clerk to record minutes of all meetings of
council. Clause (b) of subsection 33(2) requires the clerk to record the attendance of all
meetings of council. It should be noted that meeting minutes, in camera or otherwise,
are not a verbatim transcription of deliberations.
Relevant Legislation:
Clerk
33

(1) The chief administrative officer shall designate an
municipality to perform the duties of the
municipality.
(2)

employee of the
clerk of the

The clerk shall
(a)

record in a minute book all the proceedings of the

council;
(b)
account for the attendance of each council member
at every meeting of the council;

d) The power to make policies regulating the proceedings of council meetings
Subsection 23(1) clause (b) of the Municipal Government Act enables council to
make policies regulating its own proceedings at council meetings. Many
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municipalities adopt either Bourinot's or Robert's Rules of Order as the rules governing
council proceedings. There are no generally adopted practices for recording the
proceedings of in camera meetings at the municipal level in Nova Scotia.
This issue is common across Canada and has been examined by the Ombudsman in
British Columbia and Ontario, both of whom have published guides recommending best
practices applicable to municipalities in their respective jurisdictions. Eli Mina, a
Professional Registered Parliamentarian and Certified Professional Parliamentarian
Teacher, has also written on the subject of in camera minutes.
BC Ombudsperson Kim Carter’s 2012 publication Open Meetings: Best

Practices Guide for Local Governments, recommends that:
“Local governments should record minutes for closed meetings in at least as much detail as
open meetings and may wish to keep an electronic record as well. Minutes should include a
detailed description of the discussion, any specific documents considered, any motions,
resolutions or votes, and any directions issued. This will not only provide a reference for
attendees, but, when the minutes are eventually released, will inform members of the public
and reassure them that the matter was properly discussed in a closed meeting and that
procedural requirements were satisfied”.

Ontario Ombudsman André Marin’s 2009 publication The Sunshine Law

Handbook: Opening Municipal Meetings in Ontario, recommends that in camera
minutes:
“…include reference to all resolutions, decisions and the general nature of the proceedings,
and subjects discussed. The time the meeting began and ended, and the names of attendees
(except to the extent that this undermines the reason for holding a discussion in closed
session) should also be part of the public record. The Ombudsman also encourages
municipalities to report publicly in open session what transpired in closed session, in at least
a general way”.

Eli Mina recommends that the same standard be used for in camera minutes as for
minutes of open sessions. Mina also recommends that in camera minutes capture
deliberations in a concise summary that does not attribute comments to specific
individuals. He also notes that minutes of in camera meetings are a necessary risk
management practice that balances the desire for full public disclosure and privacy
protection for reasons of confidentiality of personnel, legal and other matters.
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Relevant Legislation:
Council may make policies
23

(1)

The council may make policies

(b)
regulating its own proceedings and preserving order
at meetings of the council;

e) How long should minutes of in camera meetings be stored?
Subsection 34(2) of the Municipal Government Act requires that minutes of council
never be destroyed; this includes minutes of in camera meetings. Minutes have evidential
value and should be treated as archival documents. The municipality may be exposed to
potential liability should the municipality destroy or be

otherwise unable to produce

minutes documenting the rationale of council’s decisions.
Relevant Legislation:
Policy for records management and destruction
34

(2) Records that are required by an enactment to be kept and
minutes, by-laws, policies and resolutions of the council shall not be
destroyed.

f) The creation of a public record
The public record of an in camera meeting is a very different document than the minutes
of an in camera meeting. Subsection 22(4) of the Municipal Government Act requires
the municipality to produce a public record of meetings held in camera which
documents: the fact that council met in camera; the type of matter exempted from open
deliberations, as per subsection 22(2) of the Act; the date of the in camera meeting; and
no other information.
It should be noted that subsection 22(4) has been cited as a rationale for not keeping
minutes of in camera meetings. However, in Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission

v. Annapolis (County), 2005 NSSC 310, Warner J. refutes this argument in his obiter
dicta, suggesting that “subsection 22(4) of the MGA does not exhaust the municipality’s
obligation to keep records of proceedings and discussions held in closed meetings… ss.
22(4) only relates to the public record” (para. 51).
Relevant Legislation:
Open meetings and exceptions
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22

(4) A record which is open to the public shall be made, noting the fact
that council met in private, the type of matter that was discussed, as set
out in subsection (2) and the date, but no other information.

g) The authority to withhold information and limits on this authority
A number of provisions within Part XX: Freedom of Information and Protection of

Privacy of the Municipal Government Act provide the responsible officer with the
authority to withhold certain information indefinitely. These provisions are found in
sections 475 through 481 of the Municipal Government Act.
Examples of information which may be withheld indefinitely include: information
pertaining to law enforcement or civil defense; information subject to solicitor-client
privilege; personal information that would be an unreasonable invasion of a third party’s
privacy; etc.
The responsible officer is also provided with the authority to withhold information
under subsections 473(1) and 474(1) of the Municipal Government Act. However, this
authority is subject to specific conditions and limitations.
Subsection 473(1) of the Municipal Government Act grants the responsible officer the
authority to withhold information from an applicant that would disclose the minutes or
substance of the deliberations of a council meeting held in camera for reasons authorized
by subsection 22(2) of the Act.
Limits are imposed on this authority by clauses (a) and (b) of subsection 473(2). Clause
(a) of subsection 473(2) states that the responsible officer does not have the authority to
withhold information in a record that has been in existence for more than ten years.
Clause (b) of subsection 473(2) states that background information, such as staff reports
presented to council during the in camera meeting, may not be withheld: once a decision
has been made public; once a decision has been implemented; or if five years have passed
since the decision has been made or considered (unless this information is protected
from disclosure under Part XX).
Taken together, these provisions authorize the responsible officer to withhold only the
record of deliberations (for period of ten years). If a decision is reached in camera, then
a resolution must be made in the open meeting and background information presented
to council during the in camera meeting must be disclosed
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unless this information is protected from disclosure under Part XX of the Municipal

Government Act.
Subsection 474(1) of the Municipal Government Act grants the responsible officer the
authority to withhold information from an applicant that would reveal advice,
recommendations or draft

resolutions, policies, by-laws or special legislation

developed by or for the council, village commission or service commissioners or
members of the municipal body.
Limits are imposed on this authority by subsection 474(2) and subsection 474(3) of the

Municipal Government Act. Subsection 474(2) states that background information used
by the municipality may not be withheld (unless this information is protected from
disclosure under Part XX). Subsection 474(3) states that the responsible officer does not
have the authority to withhold information in a record that has been in existence for
more than five years.
Relevant Legislation:
Refusal to disclose information
473

(1) The responsible officer may refuse to disclose to an applicant
information that would disclose the minutes or substance of the
deliberations of a meeting of the council, village commission or service
commissioners or of the members of the municipal body held in private,
as authorized by law.
(2)

Subsection (1) does not apply to

(a) information in a record that has been in existence for ten
or more years; or
(b) background information in a record, the purpose of which is
to present explanations or analysis to the council, committee,
agency, authority, board or commission for its consideration in
making a decision, if
(i) the decision has been made public,
(ii) the decision has been implemented, or
(iii) five or more years have passed since the decision
was made or considered.
Refusal to disclose information
474

(1) The responsible officer may refuse to disclose information that would
reveal advice, recommendations or draft resolutions, policies, by-laws or
special legislation developed by or for the
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(a) council, village commission or service commissioners; or
(b) members of the municipal body.
(2) The responsible officer shall not refuse to disclose background
information used by the municipality.
(3) This Section does not apply to information in a record that has
been in existence for five or more years.
(4) Nothing in this Section requires the disclosure of information that
the responsible officer may refuse to disclose under Section 473.
Refusal to disclose information
475

(1)
The responsible officer may refuse to disclose information to
an applicant if the disclosure could reasonably be expected to
(a) harm law enforcement;
(b) prejudice the defence of Canada or of any foreign state allied
to, or associated with, Canada or harm the detection, prevention or
suppression of espionage, sabotage or terrorism;
(c) harm the effectiveness of investigative techniques or
procedures currently used, or likely to be used, in law enforcement;
(d) reveal the identity of a confidential source of law
enforcement information;
(e) endanger the life or physical safety of a law-enforcement
officer or any other person;
(f) reveal any information relating to, or used in, the exercise
of prosecutorial discretion;
(g) deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or impartial
adjudication;
(h) reveal a record that has been confiscated from a person
by a peace officer in accordance with an enactment;
(i) be detrimental to the proper custody, control or
supervision of a person under lawful detention;
(j) facilitate the commission of an offence contrary to an
enactment; or
(k) harm the security of any property or system, including a
building, a vehicle, a computer system or a communications system.
(2)
The responsible officer may refuse to disclose information to
an applicant if the information is
(a) in a law-enforcement record and the disclosure would be
an offence pursuant to an enactment;
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(b) in a law-enforcement record and the disclosure could
reasonably be expected to expose, to civil liability, the author of the
record or a person who has been quoted or paraphrased in the record; or
(c) about the history, supervision or release of a person who is in
custody, or under supervision, and the disclosure could reasonably be
expected to harm the proper custody or supervision of that person.
(3) After a police investigation is completed, the responsible officer shall
not refuse to disclose to an applicant the reasons for a decision not to
prosecute if the applicant is aware of the police investigation, but nothing
in this subsection requires disclosure of information mentioned in
subsections (1) or (2).
Solicitor-client privilege
476

The responsible officer may refuse to disclose to an applicant
information that is subject to solicitor-client privilege.

Financial or economic interests
477

(1) The responsible officer may refuse to disclose to an applicant
information, the disclosure of which, could reasonably be expected to
harm the financial or economic interests of the municipality, another
municipality or the Government of the Province or the ability of the
Government of the Province to manage the economy and, without
restricting the generality of the foregoing, may refuse to disclose the
following information:
(a) trade secrets of the municipality, another municipality or
the Government of the Province;
(b) financial, commercial, scientific or technical information that
belongs to the municipality, another municipality or the government of
the Province and that has, or is reasonably likely to have, monetary value;
(c) plans that relate to the management or personnel of or the
administration of the municipality or another municipality and that have
not yet been implemented or made public;
(d) information the disclosure of which could reasonably be
expected to result in the premature disclosure of a proposal or project or
in undue financial loss or gain to a third party;
(e) information about negotiations carried on by or for the
municipality or another municipality or the Government of the Province.
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(2) The responsible officer shall not refuse to disclose, pursuant to
subsection (1) the results of product or environmental testing carried out
by or for the municipality, unless the testing was done
(a) for a fee as a service to a person, a group of persons or an
organization other than the municipality; or
(b) for the purpose of developing methods of testing.
Health and safety
478

(1) The responsible officer may refuse to disclose to an applicant
information, including personal information about the applicant, if the
disclosure could reasonably be expected to
(a) threaten anyone else’s safety or mental or physical health;
or
(b) interfere with public safety.
(2) The responsible officer may refuse to disclose to an applicant personal
information about the applicant, if the disclosure could reasonably be
expected to result in immediate and grave harm to the applicant’s safety
or mental or physical health.

Conservation
479

The responsible officer may refuse to disclose information to an
applicant, if the disclosure could reasonably be expected to result in
damage to, or interfere with the conservation of
(a) fossil sites, natural sites or sites that have an
anthropological or heritage value;
(b) an endangered, threatened or vulnerable species,
subspecies or race of plants, vertebrates or invertebrates; or
(c) any other rare or endangered living resources.

Refusal to disclose information
479A

The responsible officer may refuse to disclose
(a) any information of any kind obtained by a conciliation
board, conciliation officer or mediator appointed pursuant to the
municipality’s collective agreement or appointed pursuant to the Civil
Service Collective Bargaining Act, the Corrections Act, the Highway
Workers Collective Bargaining Act, the Teachers’ Collective Bargaining
Act or the Trade Union Act or by an employee of the Department of
Environment and Labour or an employee, appointee or member of the
Civil Service Employee Relations Board, the Correctional Facilities
Employee Relations Board, the Highway Workers Employee Relations
Board or the Labour Relations Board for the purpose of any of those
Acts or the municipality’s collective agreement [or] in the course of
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carrying out duties under any of those Acts or the municipality’s
collective agreement;
(b) any report of a conciliation board or conciliation officer
appointed pursuant to any of those Acts or the municipality’s collective
agreement;
(c) any testimony or proceedings before a conciliation board
appointed pursuant to any of those Acts or the municipality’s collective
agreement.
Personal information
480

(1) The responsible officer shall refuse to disclose personal information to
an applicant, if the disclosure would be an unreasonable invasion of a
third party’s personal privacy.
(2) In determining whether a disclosure of personal information
constitutes an unreasonable invasion of a third party’s personal privacy,
the responsible officer shall consider all the relevant circumstances,
including whether
(a) the disclosure is desirable for the purpose of subjecting
the activities of the municipality to public scrutiny;
(b) the disclosure is likely to promote public health and safety
or to promote the protection of the environment;
(c) the personal information
determination of the applicant’s rights;

is

relevant

to

a

fair

(d) the disclosure will assist in researching the claims,
disputes or grievances of aboriginal people;
(e) the third party will be exposed unfairly to financial or
other harm;
(f) the personal information has been supplied in confidence;
(g) the personal information is likely to be inaccurate or
unreliable; and
(h) the disclosure may unfairly damage the reputation of any
person referred to in the record requested by the applicant.
(3) A disclosure of personal information is presumed to be an
unreasonable invasion of a third party’s personal privacy if the personal
information
(a) relates to a medical, dental, psychiatric, psychological or other
health-care history, diagnosis, condition, treatment or evaluation;
(b) was compiled, and is identifiable as, part of an
investigation into a possible violation of law, except to the extent that
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disclosure is necessary to prosecute the violation or to continue the
investigation;
(c) relates to eligibility for income assistance or social service
benefits or to the determination of benefit levels;
(d) relates to employment or educational history;
(e) was obtained on a tax return or gathered for the purpose
of collecting a tax;
(f) describes the third party’s finances, income,
assets,
liabilities, net worth, bank balances, financial history or activities, or
creditworthiness;
(g) consists of personal recommendations or evaluations,
character references or personnel evaluations;
(h) indicates the third party’s racial or ethnic origin, sexual
orientation or religious or political beliefs or associations; or
(i) consists of the third party’s name together with the third
party’s address or telephone number and is to be used for mailing lists or
solicitations by telephone or other means.
A disclosure of personal information is not an unreasonable
invasion of a third party’s personal privacy if
(a) the third party has, in writing, consented to or requested
the disclosure;
(b) there are compelling circumstances affecting anyone’s
health or safety;
(c) an enactment authorizes the disclosure;
(d) the disclosure is for a research or statistical purpose and is
in accordance with this Part;
(e) the information is about the third party’s position, functions
or remuneration as an officer, employee or member of a municipality;
(f) the disclosure reveals the amount of taxes or other debts
due by the third party to the municipality;
(g) the disclosure reveals financial and other similar details of a
contract to supply goods or services to a municipality;
(h) the information is about expenses incurred by the third
party while travelling at the expense of a municipality;
(i) the disclosure reveals details of a licence, permit or other
similar discretionary benefit granted to the third party by a
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municipality, not including personal information supplied in support of
the request for the benefit; or
(j) the disclosure reveals details of a discretionary benefit of a
financial nature granted to the third party by a municipality, not
including personal information that is supplied in support of the request
for the benefit or that relates to eligibility for or the level of income
assistance or social service benefits.
(5)

On refusing to disclose personal information supplied in confidence
about an applicant, the responsible officer shall give the applicant a
summary of the information unless the summary cannot be prepared
without disclosing the identity of a third party who supplied the personal
information, and may allow the third party to prepare the summary of
personal information.

Confidentialinformation
481

(1)
The responsible officer shall, unless the third party consents,
refuse to disclose to an applicant information (a) that would reveal
(i) trade secrets of a third party, or
(ii) commercial, financial, labour relations, scientific or
technical information of a third party;
(b) that is supplied, implicitly or explicitly, in confidence; and
(c) the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to
(i) harm significantly
the competitive position, or
interfere significantly with the negotiating position, of the third
party,
(ii) result in similar information no longer being supplied
to the municipality when it is in the public interest that similar
information continue to be supplied,
(iii) result in undue financial loss or gain to any person
or organization, or
(iv) reveal information supplied to, or the report of, an
arbitrator, mediator, labour relations officer or other person or
body appointed to resolve or inquire into a labour- relations
dispute.
(2)

The responsible officer shall refuse to disclose to an applicant
information that was obtained on a tax return or gathered for
the purpose of determining tax liability or collecting a tax,
unless the third party consents.

(3)

The responsible officer shall disclose to an applicant a report
prepared in the course of inspections by an agency that is
authorized to enforce compliance with an enactment.
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h) Liability for damages that result from the disclosure of reports submitted in camera or
the details of discussions held in camera
Subsection 23(6) of the Municipal Government Act states that any councillor or
employee of a municipality is liable in damages to the municipality if that individual
discloses the details of discussions held in camera or reports submitted in camera and
this disclosure results in personal financial gain or a financial loss to the municipality.
Subsection 23(7) provides an exception for information disclosed as part of the
public record of the in camera meeting. An exception is also provided for background
information disclosed after a decision has been made public; after a decision has been
implemented; or if five years have passed since the decision has been made or considered
(unless this information is protected from disclosure under Part XX of the Act).
Relevant Legislation:
Open meetings and exceptions
22

(6) Any councillor or employee of a municipality who discloses any
report submitted to, or details of matters discussed at, a private
meeting of the council or committee, as a result of which the
municipality has lost financially or the councillor or employee of
a municipality has gained financially, is liable in damages to
the municipality for the amount of the loss or gain.
(7)
Subsection (6) does not apply to information disclosed
pursuant to subsection (4) or subsection 473(2).
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Appendix B: Template for council in camera meeting minutes
SPECIAL "IN CAMERA" MINUTES
COUNCIL MEETING TO DISCUSS CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, PLACEHOLDER MUNICIPAL BUILDING
123 FICTIONAL STREET, PLACEHOLDER, NS
MONDAY, 2017-APR-03, AT 4:30 P.M.

PRESENT:

Her Worship Mayor [Insert Name], Chair
Members:

Staff:

Councillor [Insert Name]
Councillor [Insert Name]
Councillor [Insert Name]
Councillor [Insert Name]
Councillor [Insert Name]
Councillor [Insert Name] (arrived 4:36 p.m.)
[Insert Name] , Chief Administrative Officer
[Insert Name] , Municipal Clerk
[Insert Name] , Municipal Solicitor

REGRETS:

1.

CALL THE SPECIAL “IN CAMERA” MEETING TO ORDER:
The Special "In Camera" Meeting was called to order at 4:31 p.m.

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA:
It was moved and seconded that Council, in accordance with subsection 22(2)
clause (a) of the Municipal Government Act, adopt the agenda as presented.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
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MINUTES – SPECIAL "IN CAMERA" COUNCIL
2017-APR-03
PAGE 2

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES:
It was moved and seconded that the following Minutes be adopted as circulated:


Minutes of the Special “In Camera” Meeting of Council held Monday, 2017-MAR-06
at 3:00 p.m. in Council Chambers, Placeholder Municipal Building, 123 Fictional
Street, Placerholder, NS.

MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
4.

SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
(a)

Councilor [Insert Name] entered Council Chambers at 4:36 p.m.
(b)
Due to time constraints this item will be placed on the next “In Camera” Agenda.
5.

ADJOURNMENT:
It was moved and seconded at 6:56 p.m. that the "In Camera" Meeting terminate.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.

___________________
MAYOR

CERTIFIED CORRECT:

___________________________
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
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